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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we have systematically studied
how the replacement of a benzene ring by a heterocyclic
compound in oligo(phenyleneethynylene) (OPE) derivatives
affects the conductance of a molecular wire using the scanning
tunneling microscope-based break junction technique. We
describe for the first time how OPE derivatives with a central
pyrimidine ring can efficiently link to the gold electrode by two
pathways presenting two different conductance G values. We
have demonstrated that this effect is associated with the
presence of two efficient conductive pathways of different
length: the conventional end-to-end configuration, and another with one of the electrodes linked directly to the central ring. This
represents one of the few examples in which two defined conductive states can be set up in a single molecule without the aid of
an external stimulus. Moreover, we have observed that the conductance through the full length of the heterocycle-based OPEs is
basically unaffected by the presence of the heterocycle. All these results and the simplicity of the proposed molecules push
forward the development of compounds with multiple conductance pathways, which would be a breakthrough in the field of
molecular electronics.

■ INTRODUCTION

The rich variety of phenomena observed in molecular
electronics is largely based on specifically designed organic
materials.1 Going beyond bulk properties, new devices can be
built, which allows for exploring and making use of the
relationship between the molecular structure and the electrical
transport properties of the materials at a single molecule level.2

At present, molecular electronics takes advantage of the potent
toolkit of organic chemists to build almost any conceivable
structure, allowing the emergence of a large variety of π-
conjugated organic molecules.3 In this context, the discovery
and understanding of new poly stable molecules with optimal
geometry and states of significantly different conductance is an
attractive goal. Very recently, some groups have demonstrated
the possibility of using organic molecules with multiple

pathways to connect electrode leads, mainly based on
oligosilanes,4 silicon cyclobutanes,5 thiophene,6 fullerene7

derivatives and folded molecular wires.8 Despite the success
of specific structures, it would be valuable to extend these
results to widely used para-phenylene ethylene-type oligomers
(p-OPEs). These rigid structures have been extensively used as
building blocks for 1D and 2D conjugated organic nanostruc-
tures.9 As a proof of concept, we have prepared a family of OPE
derivatives with three aromatic rings, and have studied the
possibility of introducing a second conductive pathway directly
via their central ring. To increase the binding properties of this
ring, we tested the substitution of the prototypical benzene with
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simple aromatic sulfur and nitrogen heterocycles (Scheme 1).
Such heterocycles contain extra basic electron pairs compared

with benzene, which can be considered as new extra anchoring
groups to metallic electrodes10 placed halfway along the
molecular backbone.
Additionally, heterocycles display other key differences with

benzene: (a) they are less aromatic11 and (b) the electron
density within the ring can be higher or lower than in benzene.
Remarkably, the effect of such differences on the electrical
transport properties of OPE-containing heterocycles is practi-
cally unknown. Thus, for example, conductance studies of
pyridines in the backbone12 are mainly related with its use as
viologen precursors for redox switches.13 In this case, access to
the influence on conductance values of neutral pyridines is not
possible.14,15 Moreover, the basic pairs are used to build the
viologen moiety, and cannot be used as extra anchoring groups.
Oligothiophenes16 and alkynyloligothiophenes have also been
extensively measured but the use of thiophene itself as linker17

or a thiol derivative18 precludes comparison with other systems
using other more common linking groups.
In this paper, we study the family of compounds 1−7

including heterocycles (2−4, 6−7) shown in Figure 1, using the
break-junction technique. The thiophene aromatic group has
shown interesting binding capabilities and for this reason
compound 2 was selected for this study.6 Likewise, pyridines
have been extensively used as a linking group, and therefore,
pyridine-containing model compound 3 was prepared.19

Electrical transport studies of molecules containing polynitro-
genated aromatic rings, such as 4, are scarce, although some
examples using pyrimidines have been described.20 Shorter
compounds 5, 6, and 7 were prepared as controls.
Our results allowed us to arrive at two main conclusions. On

the one hand, we found that the existence of extra basic pairs
present in some heterocycles (4) successfully promotes the in-
backbone linking to the electrodes. This fact paves the way to
future compounds with multiple stable pathways, practically
inexistent in the field of molecular electronics, in a general and
simple way. On the other hand, we observed that the
replacement of CH groups in the OPE central ring with

nitrogen or sulfur atoms has little influence on the end-to-end
conductance of the OPE. This observation is also supported by
theoretical calculations. Henceforth, the existing proposed
devices based on OPEs can be easily modified to incorporate
new functionalities owing to the presence of basic electron
pairs.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We initially prepared methylsulfide-functionalized p-OPEs 1−7
using the Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction21 between the
commercially available mono- or dihalogenated aromatic
compounds and 4-ethynylphenyl methyl sulfide22 (Scheme S1
in the Supporting Information).
The electrical transport properties of these substances were

explored with the break-junction (BJ) technique using a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM).19a Details are described
in the Experimental Section below. During the experiment, we
record thousands of traces of the conductance variation
produced when a gold tip is moved vertically out of contact
with a gold substrate (G vs z traces). These traces often display
plateaus at G0 = 2e2/h, which signal that a contact of just one
gold atom is formed between the tip and the substrate. When
continuing the electrode separation, new plateaus appear if a
molecular junction forms with one or a few molecules bridging
the opened gap between tip and the substrate. The
conductance at which the plateau appears is the conductance
of the molecular junction. To determine the typical junction
conductance for each compound, we build one- and two-
dimensional conductance histograms with more than 5000
traces. When many of the individual G vs z traces display
plateaus around the same conductance value, a clear peak
(prominence) will be formed in the corresponding 1D (2D)
histogram. The typical junction conductance is obtained as the
mean value of this peak.

Unsubsituted OPE Dimethylsulfide 1. First, we charac-
terize the behavior of the reference compound 1. Its
corresponding 1D and 2D conductance histograms are shown
in Figures 2a and 3a. It is well-known that the choice of binding
group can have a strong influence on the outcome of the break-
junction method.23 To assess the efficiency of the methyl
sulfide group, we have compared the conductance against two
other common binding groups: amines and thiols. The

Scheme 1. Proposed Low (Whole Molecule) and High
Conductance (“In-Backbone” Linkage) Channels in
Heterocyclic OPE Derivatives

Figure 1. Chemical structure of p-OPE derivatives molecular wires.
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comparison of this derivative with the analogous OPE−diamine
and dithiol is described in detail in the Supporting Information
(Figures S1 and S2), showing that the conductance values for
the thiomethyl terminated compound are only slightly lower
than for the amine, and 1 order of magnitude lower than for
OPE−dithiol. Plateau-length, L, distributions are quite similar
for SMe and NH2, while the distribution for SH is shifted
approximately 0.3 nm to higher values. In our case, thus, we do
not observe longer plateaus for the thiomethyl terminated
compound than for the amine terminated one as previously
reported.24 Our results indicate, however, that despite the fact
that SH and SMe groups bind through sulfur atoms, the
binding properties differ significantly. These differences can be
ascribed to the fact that thiols bind covalently to gold, losing

the terminal hydrogen atom. In the case of the methylsulfide
group, the terminal methyl group cannot be removed by
attachment to gold, so the interaction of the sulfur atom must
be through one of the lone pairs. This makes the behavior of
the group more like the amine, which also binds via a lone pair
interaction.

Comparison with Heterocycle-Based OPEs 2−4. Next,
we compared the conductance of compound 1 with the OPE
derivatives containing heteroatoms. The formation of new
molecular junctions with molecules bonded to one of the
electrodes through the S or N atoms at the middle ring should
produce new shorter plateaus at different conductance values
from those of compound 1. Figures 2 and 3 show that while the
derivatives with one heteroatom in their structure (2 and 3)
produce results equivalent to those of compound 1, compound
4, with two nitrogen atoms in its structure, does produce a new
peak of higher conductance and shorter plateau length.
Focusing first on compounds 2 and 3, we see that the

histogram of compound 3 is almost identical to that of 1, both
having a conductance peak centered at log(G/G0) = −4.5 ±
0.5, where the uncertainty is given by the half width at half-
maximum of the peak. We find a slightly larger, but still small,
conductance difference for compound 2, with a peak centered
at log(G/G0) = −4.3 ± 0.5, which is concurrent with a slight
shift of the plateau length distribution to lower values (Figure
2a inset). These results are compatible with what we would
expect from the shorter end-to-end length for this compound.
The mean values for the conductance and plateau length of all
the studied compounds are summarized in Table S1 and Figure
S4, Supporting Information.
For compound 4, with two nitrogen atoms in its structure,

two peaks are observed. One of them is in the same region as
for compounds 1−3 (log(G/G0) = −4.6 ± 0.5), and,
remarkably, a new broad peak is observed between log(G/
G0) = −4 and −2.5, centered at a conductance approximately 1
order of magnitude higher than the first (log(G/G0) = −3.4 ±
0.75) (see individual traces with plateaus in both ranges in
Figure S6, Supporting Information). The plateau-length
distribution is different too, giving a higher percentage of
shorter plateaus (Figure 2b inset). The 2D histogram of Figure
3d shows that these new shorter plateaus are those in the high
conductance region. Both conductance and plateau-length
histograms can be reproduced as the sum of two gaussians
with quite good overlap (Figure 2b and Figure S5). In the 2D
histograms of Figure 3, compounds 2 and 3 do also have faint
features between log(G/G0) = −4 and −2.5, which reflects the
minor presence of conductance plateaus in that region.
However, due to the fact that this feature is also present in
compound 1, we conclude that a single heteroatom does not
change behavior of the parent compound. We will come back
to this point later in the text. We note here that, in order to rule
out the possibility of the high conductance plateaus being due
to the presence of short impurities, we synthesized 4 following
a second synthetic route (see Supporting Information). In this
new route, any potential subproduct with linking groups would
be much longer than the length of compound 4.
As we proposed in the introduction, we hypothesize that the

new plateaus observed for compound 4 could correspond to
junctions in which the nitrogen-containing aromatic ring is in
direct contact with one of the electrodes, and the electrons flow
directly from it to one of the thiomethyl ether groups. In this
scenario, the corresponding broader conductance distribution
(labeled by 4H in Figure 2b) could be explained by the

Figure 2. Comparison of the 1D conductance histograms of all traces
with plateaus for compounds 1−4. The dashed red line in panel (b) is
the fit to the histogram of 4 of the sum of two gaussians (depicted
individually by dotted green lines). The plateau-length distributions
for 1, 2, and 4 are also compared in the insets.

Figure 3. Corresponding 2D conductance histograms to those of
Figure 2, built from all traces with plateaus for compounds 1−4.
Abrupt changes in the number of counts at log(G/G0) = −3.6 are due
to the gain change during the measurement.
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influence of the position of second half of the molecule (not
bridging the electrodes) in the direct coupling between the
pyrimidine group of compound 4 and the gold electrode, which
will likely produce larger junction-to-junction variations than if
the pyrimidine were at an end of the compound.
This hypothesis would mean that the presence of the

nitrogen atoms in those specific positions adds new
functionality to the molecule allowing a second “in backbone”
linking group. This result would be analogous to that recently
described by T. A. Su et al.5 using cyclobutylsilanes as “in
backbone” linkers. The nitrogen-containing heterocycles
presented here are more easily introduced into the structure
using conventional Sonogashira protocols, and the nature of
their bonding to gold is well established. This strategy of
introducing heteroaromatic rings as in-backbone linkers is quite
interesting as it can also be applied in longer molecules to
produce multiple conductance pathways. In addition, the basic
electronic pairs responsible for this phenomenon could be
temporally masked (i.e., by coordination to metals), allowing
new functionality in the molecule.
The generally low conductance values observed for these

compounds suggest a strong mismatch between the Fermi level
of gold and both the HOMO and LUMO levels of the OPE.
The close appearance of the histograms observed for
compounds 1, 2 and 3 suggest that this mismatch is not
significantly alleviated by the heteroatom inclusion. Neither the
expected increase of the energy of the HOMO level for
compound 2 nor the decrease of the energy of the LUMO level
for compound 3 have significant consequences on the
conductance at low experimental bias voltage V. To shed
light on how introducing S and N heterocycles affects the
electrical conduction across an OPE, we have performed
theoretical calculations based on a combination of density
functional theory (DFT) and Green’s function techniques.
Further information about the method employed is given below
in the Theoretical Details section.
We have first analyzed compounds 1−4 in the gas phase. In

particular, we found that replacement of the central phenyl ring
of compound 1 with a nitrogen-containing heterocycle as in
compound 3 or 4 slightly lowers the energy of the HOMO and
LUMO orbitals but does not change their spatial extension
significantly (the wave functions and the corresponding energy
values are shown in Figure S9 of the Supporting Information).
The presence of the nitrogen atom introduces additional states
localized on the central ring which, however, lie at a lower
energy (corresponding to the HOMO − 2). A similar scenario
applies to molecule 2, for which the HOMO − 3 is localized on
the central sulfur heterocycle, while the HOMO is delocalized
over the whole molecule and lies at a slightly higher energy
than the HOMO of compound 1.
Subsequently, we have built metal−molecule−metal junc-

tions incorporating each of the compounds 1−4. After
exploring various binding configurations, we have found that
the S atom of the SMe group prefers to bind to under-
coordinated Au atoms, in agreement with what was previously
reported by Kamenetska et al.25 In Figure 4d, we show the low-
bias transmission curves for compounds 1−4 in a top binding
configuration (Figure 4a).
The electronic transport is found to take place through the

HOMO of each molecule, the energetic alignment of which
follows the same trend as in the gas phase. The contribution of
the orbitals localized on the central heterocycles (HOMO − 2
for compound 3 and 4 and HOMO − 3 for compound 2) is

negligible, as the channel decomposition of the transmission
shows (Figure S10 of the Supporting Information). The
conductance values, evaluated as the transmission at the Fermi
level, do not show significant differences, in agreement with the
experimental measurements. It can be thus observed that the
overall effect of replacing the central benzene ring of an OPE
with an S or N heterocycle is similar to that of replacing the H
atoms of the same ring with functional groups.26,27

Short Analogue Results 5−7. To check our hypothesis
about the two conductive paths of compound 4, we synthesized
the model compounds 5, 6, and 7, which could be considered
as the short analogues of structurally similar 1, 3 and 4 (Figure
1). For compound 5, which is terminated at one end with just a
phenyl group, we observed that the G vs z traces do not display
flat plateaus as for the other compounds, but just a continuous
conductance decay. This decay is slower than the tunneling
background (see Figure S6, Supporting Information) and gives
rise to the long and broad protuberance in the 2D conductance
histogram shown in Figure 5b. This fact suggests that the
benzene ring is not enough to form a stable bond to gold. The
observed slow G decay is probably the result of weakly π-
stacked junctions that take place by only one phenyl group.19d

In contrast, the peaks in the histograms of compounds 6 and
7 revealed that both were able to form stable molecular
linkages, which indicates that the coupling of the aromatic ring
to gold is enhanced by the presence of nitrogen. In fact, the rate
of success in forming molecular junctions for these compounds
remained at around 70−80% as in the case of the long analogs
(see Table S1, Supporting Information). The conductance peak
for compound 7 is centered at log(G/G0) = −3.8 ± 0.38, which

Figure 4. (a−c) Studied geometries: compound 1 in the top binding
configuration (a) and compound 7 in two different geometries, where
the pyrmidine unit is physisorbed on the face of a Au(111) pyramid
(b) or attached to it through a N−Au bond (c). (d) Low-bias
transmission for compounds 1−4 in the top-binding geometry (a) and
for compound 7 in the two geometries shown in (b) and (c).
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is close but slightly lower than the higher conductance peak in
4. This fact suggests that, in the in-backbone linkage for
compound 4, the half of the molecule which is not bridging the
gap does play a role, and the linkage is therefore not identical to
that of 7. Probably, this part lies flat on the gold electrode,
contributing to the stability of the junction. In fact, although it
is not expected to provide the main contribution to the
electrical current, its proximity to the gold could still affect the
energetic alignment of the molecular orbitals and, conse-
quently, the conductance.
To characterize further the behavior of compound 4, and

ease its comparison with compound 7, we classified the
recorded G vs z traces for compound 4 into groups according
to the conductance value at their plateaus. Using log(G/G0) =
−3.8 as the threshold conductance, we defined sets of traces
with plateaus at high conductance (4H), low conductance (4L),
or with plateaus in both ranges (4H&L) (details are described
in the Data Analysis section below, and results are shown in
Figure S7, Supporting Information). We found that a clean
separation of traces was not possible due to the large
conductance overlap between the two peaks shown in Figure
2b. Nevertheless, the process allowed us to establish that at
least 30% of the junctions formed for compound 4 produce
plateaus of shorter length and higher conductance than those
clearly observed for 1. It also allows us to compare the length of
the high conductance plateaus of 4(4H) with those of
compound 7. This comparison is displayed in the inset of
Figure 5a, and shows that both distributions mostly overlap.
This result strongly supports our hypothesis that these
molecules can bind to the electrodes using two different
linking groups: the expected thiomethyl group (low con-
ductance) and the pyrimidine central ring (high conductance).

From the theoretical point of view, we have studied junctions
incorporating compound 7 in two kinds of binding geometry:
one in which the pyrimidine ring is physisorbed on the face of
the Au(111) pyramide and the molecule interacts with the gold
surface via its π-system (Figure 4b) and one in which the same
ring is connected to the electrode via a N−Au bond (Figure
4c). The corresponding transmission curves are also shown in
Figure 4d. In both cases, the current flows through the HOMO,
which is delocalized over the whole molecule, albeit with a
higher weight on the benzene ring. However, in the geometry
of Figure 4b, this orbital is much more hybridized than in the
other case, as the parallel position of the nitrogenated ring with
respect to the face of the pyramid allows a better coupling of
the π system with the gold states. In the case of Figure 4c
instead, the heterocycle is perpendicular to the face of the gold
pyramid, leading to a smaller coupling of the same orbital and,
consequently, to a lower conductance. The binding energy of
the geometry of Figure 4b was found to be 0.44 eV stronger
than the other one, in agreement with what was found for
bypiridine molecules in similar geometries.28 The fact that the
physisorbed geometry gives rise to a higher conductance than
the corresponding longer compounds 1−4 suggests that the
signature observed in the experimental measurements corre-
sponds to this kind of configuration, with the pyrimidine group
parallel to the electrode surface, rather than to that shown in
Figure 4c.
We note here that we ran our separation process also for

compound 1 and found that short plateaus similar to those of
compound 4 are also present for it in the high conductance
range in around 9% of the traces with plateaus. This suggests
the phenyl rings might be enough to form in-backbone bonds
in some cases. However, the low percentage of traces in
comparison with that of compound 4 shows that the phenyl
ring is much less effective in binding than the pyrimidine group,
to the point that the presence of these high conductance
plateaus was not evident in the global histograms of Figure 2.
Interestingly, the same is true for compound 3, even when its
short analogue, compound 6, displays 78% of traces with
plateaus between log(G/G0)= −4.3 and −3.3. This is probably
due to steric hindrance, and indicates that one anchoring group
is not enough to stabilize the crowded in-backbone junction
with the central ring laying parallel to the electrode surface, as
in the configuration of Figure 4b for compound 7. Even in the
scenario in which the heterocycle ring is parallel to the gold,
there is the possibility to form a direct N−Au bond through the
lone pair which can act to anchor the group to the electrode
surface. This keeps the ring close to the surface. This stabilizing
effect is obviously higher in compound 4 than in compound 3
for having two N atoms rather than only one and totally absent
in the case of compound 1. We see then that the pyrimidine
subunit is essential for favoring the binding through an in-
backbone moiety.

Current versus Voltage Curves. As a final test, we
repeated our measurements for compound 4 and 7 recording
current vs voltage curves (IV curves) along the conductance
plateaus of both compounds (see details in the Experimental
Section). Figure 6a shows examples of individual G vs z traces
for compound 4, for which we have measured IV curves up to V
= ± 1.1 V along the plateaus. The averaged IV curve for each
plateau is displayed in the inset, while the final average from all
the measured IV curves for compound 4 (4L and 4H) and 7 are
shown in Figure 6b. To facilitate the comparison between the
IV-curve profiles, we have scaled the averaged curves by the

Figure 5. 1D (a) and 2D (b−d) conductance histograms of all traces
with plateaus for compounds 5, 6, and 7. The plateau length
distribution of compound 7 is compared in the inset with that of the
high conductance plateaus of compound 4 (4H).
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conductance close to zero bias voltage and, in Figure 6b, we
show the absolute value of the current. Due to the different
nature of the thiomethyl and pyrimidine binding groups, we
expect more asymmetry in the coupling to the electrodes of
compound 7, or the in-backbone binding of compound 4 (4H),
when compared with the end-to-end binding configuration of
compound 4 (4L). This would translate into a larger
asymmetry in the IV curves when reversing V. This is indeed
observed in the IV curves of Figure 6, where a percentage of the
IV curves has been flipped so that their high current branch lies
always at positive voltages (see Experimental Section below). In
the figure, the results for 4H and 7 are very close, which again
supports our hypothesis of an in-backbone binding as the origin
of the 4H plateaus. In addition, two features of the measured IV
curves are worth emphasizing. The first is that even for the 4L
configuration we observed some asymmetry with a typical ratio
between the absolute value of the current for voltages of
different signs (rectification ratio) of 1.6, similarly as previously
observed for biphenyldithiol.29 The second is that, for
compound 7, which can only form junctions with two different
binding groups at each extreme, the asymmetry is only slightly
increased, with a rectification ratio that does not reach 2. In
fact, for all three cases, we recorded a large percentage of rather
symmetric IV curves, with a rectification ratio below 1.5 (see
Figure S8 in Supporting Information). The observed low effect
of a different coupling to the electrodes suggests again that the
Fermi level of gold is close to the center of the HOMO−
LUMO gap and far from the molecular orbitals as shown in
Figure 4d. This is also supported by the overall limited
curvature of the IV curves which remain rather linear up to
almost 1 V, as it would be expected from the flat transmission
region in the energy interval at the center of the HOMO−
LUMO gap in the curves of Figure 4d.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a new strategy to develop compounds
with controlled multiple conductance pathways by introducing
in-backbone linkers in easy-to-tune OPE derivatives. To this
end, a family of heterocycle-based OPE derivatives was
synthesized and their conductance was measured by STM-BJ.
We observed that linking groups previously used to create
molecular junctions, such as pyridine and thiophene, are not
good as in-backbone linkers. In those cases, we mainly observed
one conductance peak corresponding to the whole molecule.
Remarkably, pyrimidine 4 derivative showed two well-spaced
conductive channels. The new high conductance channel
derives from an efficient linking process of the pyrimidine
ring to the gold electrodes, thus shortening the conductive
pathway and increasing the conductance 1 order of magnitude.
This fact could be confirmed using shorter analogues in which
the conductance values and plateau-length distributions are
very similar to the high conductance peak obtained in 4. IV
curves and theoretical calculations are also in agreement with
these findings. Therefore, the combination of thiomethyl ethers
as anchoring groups placed at both ends of the molecule and
pyrimidine group at the center of the OPE has allowed the
conduction through two distinct pathways: low conductance
sulfur to sulfur pathway and high conductance nitrogen to
sulfur pathway. The same strategy used here could now be
easily applied to produce longer compounds with multiple
conductance pathways.
We could also conclude that the global conductance of OPEs

was unaffected by the substitution of benzene central ring
neither by electron-rich nor electron-deficient heterocyclic
rings. Taking advantage of this, it would be possible to modify
existing benzene-based derivatives in the field of molecular
electronics by introduction of heterocycles in their structures
without changing the global electronic behavior of the system.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Spectroscopic Data of Derivatives 1−7. General procedures for

the Sonogashira couplings and copies of NMR spectra are described in
the Supporting Information. Spectroscopic data of compounds 530 and
631 were identical as previously reported. Data of derivatives 1−4, and
7 are below.

Compound 1: pale brown solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ
7.53 (s, 2H), 7.48 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.25 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 2.53
(s, 3H); 13C NMR (125 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 140.1 (C), 131.9 (CH),
131.4 (CH), 125.7 (CH), 123.0 (C), 119.0 (C), 91.0 (C), 89.0 (C),
15.2 (CH3); HRMS (EI, 70 eV) m/z calcd for C24H18S2 [M]+,
370.0850; found, 370.0853.

Compound 2: pale yellow solid; 1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ
7.46 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.25 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.19 (s, 1H), 2.53
(s, 3H); 13C NMR (125 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 140.4 (C), 131.8 (CH),
131.6 (CH), 125.6 (CH), 125.5 (C), 118.5 (C), 93.9 (C), 82.1 (C),
15.0 (CH3); HRMS (EI, 70 eV) m/z calcd for C22H16S3[M]+,
376.0414; found, 376.418.

Compound 3: pale brown solid; 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ
8.69 (s, 1H), 7.76 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.49 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 3H), 7.48−
7.46 (m, 1H), 7.45 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.22 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 4H), 2.49
(s, 6H); 13C NMR (151 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 152.4 (CH), 141.9 (C),
141.2 (C), 140.8 (C), 138.3 (CH), 132.3 (CH), 132.0 (CH), 126.5
(CH), 125.7 (CH), 125.6 (CH), 119.4 (C), 118.4 (C), 118.0 (C),
94.0 (C), 90.7 (C), 88.9 (C), 86.1 (C), 15.0 (CH3), 14.97 (CH3);
HRMS (EI, 70 eV) m/z calcd for C22H16NS2 [M]+, 371.0802; found,
371.0800.

Compound 4: brown solid; 1H NMR (600 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 8.84
(s, 1H), 7.59 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.51 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.28 (dd, J
= 8.2, 1H), 7.27 (dd, J = 8.2, 1H), 2.54 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (151 MHz,

Figure 6. (a) Two G vs z traces for compound 4. The empty circles
indicate the positions at which IV curves have been collected. The
inset shows the averaged IV curve for each plateau. (b) Overall
averaged of all the IV curves recorded for the configurations of 4 and
for 7.
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CD2Cl2) δ 158.8 (CH), 150.5 (C), 142.2 (C), 141.5 (C), 132.8 (CH),
132.0 (CH), 125.6 (CH), 125.5 (CH), 117.9 (C), 117.8 (C), 117.0
(C), 97.4 (C), 89.4 (C), 88.5 (C), 82.9 (C), 14.94 (CH3), 14.87
(CH3); HRMS (EI, 70 eV) m/z calcd. for C22H16N2S2[M]+, 372.0755;
found, 372.0757. Elemental analysis calc for C22H16N2S2: C, 70.93; H,
4.33; N, 7.52; H, 17.22; obtained C, 70.81; H, 4.42; N, 7.65; S, 16.11
(see Supporting Information).
Compound 7: brown solid. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 9.13

(s, 1H), 8.85 (s, 2H), 7.44 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.21 (d, J = 8.4 Hz,
2H), 2.49 (s, 3H).13C NMR (75 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 158.6 (CH), 156.7
(CH), 141.2 (C), 132.1 (CH), 125.8 (CH), 117.9 (C), 96.4 (C), 82.5
(C), 15.3 (CH3). HRMS (ESI) m/z calcd for C13H11N2S [M + H]+,
227.0637; found, 227.0634.
Break-Junction Experiments. We used a home-built scanning

tunneling microscope (STM), which has been previously described.33

As substrate, we used commercial gold samples on quartz (Arrandee),
and as tip, we used a freshly cut gold wire. The experiments were
performed in air, after immersing the substrate in 10−5 M solutions of
compounds 1−7 in CH2Cl2 for 2 min and then drying them. The use
of more concentrated solution resulted in nonreliable measurements
with a 100% of traces showing plateaus and a tunneling background
with reduced barrier energy.
Along all the measurements, a bias voltage V of 200 mV was kept

constant between the tip and the substrate, and a protection 200 kΩ
resistor was placed in-series with the substrate-tip circuit. A linear
current-to-voltage converter with two amplification stages was used to
measure the current I in the circuit. Our gains in this work were 107

and 2 × 109 V/A, after the first and second stages, respectively, for
compounds 1−3, and 5.6 × 105 and 11.5 × 107 V/A for compounds
4−7. These gains were selected to explore the maximum range of
conductance according to the value of the conductance peaks of each
compound.
Data Analysis. For each compound, we recorded several

thousands of individual G vs z traces in different experimental runs
changing to a new tip, substrate and in different days, and built one
and two-dimensional histograms after separating the traces with
plateaus from those without plateaus. These were built with more than
5000 traces, and summarize the results of at least 3 experimental runs
with a similar rate of success, ranging from 65 to 85%. As reported
elsewhere,32 we observe variations in the histogram profile of a given
compound in experiments with very different rates of success. This
probably reflects that, at higher rates of success, a larger number of
molecules is trapped in averaged between the electrodes (see also
Figure S3, Supporting Information).
Our criterion to consider that a trace has a plateau is that, at any

conductance below 0.5 G0, a displacement Δz larger than 0.1 nm is
needed to produce a change in conductance of Δlog(G/G0) = 0.1. As
reference, the typical displacement needed for gold−gold tunneling in
air is 0.02 nm. For compound 4, we separated the traces in those with
plateaus between log(G/G0)= −5.3 and −3.8 (4L), those with traces
between log(G/G0) = −3.8 and −1 (4H), and those with traces in
both intervals (4L and H).
The plateau length of each trace, L, is calculated as the total

displacement Δz needed to change the junction conductance from 0.5
to 5 × 10−6 G0 for compounds 1−3, and the traces with low
conductance plateaus of compound 4; and from 0.5 to 5 × 10−5 G0 for
compounds 5−7, and the traces with high conductance plateaus of
compound 4.
Current versus Voltage Curves. For compounds 4 and 7, G vs z

traces were measured stopping the movement of the STM each 0.06
nm to record IV curves. The bias voltage was ramped between −1.1
and 1.1 V, and both the ramping-up and ramping-down curves were
collected.
To determine the typical asymmetry of the IV curves, we forced the

higher conductance branch of each IV curve to be at positive voltages,
by flipping the whole IV curve when required. We flipped 51 ± 8% of
the IV curves in all the cases. This means that for half of the original IV
curves the higher conductance branch is toward a voltage sign, and for
the other half toward the other, as we would expect, as there is not
intrinsic difference between our electrodes. The IV curves were scaled

by the conductance close to zero bias voltage (Glow bias) obtained from
the slope of the IV curves in the (−0.2 V, 0.2 V) interval, where they
are practically linear.

Theoretical Details. We carried out calculations based on density
functional theory (DFT) to determine the geometry and electronic
structure of the molecular junctions as well as their transport
properties. The DFT calculations were performed by the quantum
chemistry code TURBOMOLE,33 using a split-valence basis set with
polarization functions for all non hydrogen atoms34 and the BP86
exchange-correlation functional.35

We first carried out geometry optimizations of all molecules in the
gas phase and analyzed their electronic structure. The gold−
molecule−gold junctions were then built by placing the relaxed
structures between two Au20 clusters and by performing a new
optimization of the molecule and the 4 innermost Au atoms on each
side of the junction. Subsequently, further gold layers were added to
the optimized structures in order to extend the size of both clusters to
around 60 atoms and to describe correctly the metal−molecule charge
transfer as well as the corresponding level alignment. Finally, single-
point calculations were performed on these extended systems and the
low-bias transmission of the junctions was computed in the spirit of
the Landauer formalism using Green’s function techniques.36 The
HOMO−LUMO gap was corrected by the DFT+Σ method.37,38 The
DFT-D2 correction for the dispersive forces39 was included in the
optimization of the geometries and the evaluation of the
corresponding binding energies.
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